The GSCA is Proud to Recognize these Outstanding Giant Schnauzers of 2003

2003 GSCA CONFORMATION DOG
BIS BISS AM/CAN CH RUSTER’S THE DARK COMMAND
Owned by Peter and Mary Hayes & Steve and Robin Fox

2003 GSCA CONFORMATION BITCH
BIS BISS CH LOWDOWN JACQUI FRAZIER-LYDE
Owned by Mickey and Linda Low

2003 GSCA OWNER-HANDLED DOG
BIS BISS AM/CAN CH RUSTER’S THE DARK COMMAND
Owned by Peter and Mary Hayes & Steve and Robin Fox

2003 OWNER-HANDLED BITCH
BIS CH SKANSEN’S LEAP OF FAITH CD
Owned by Dr. Dorothy Izmirlian

2003 GSCA AGILITY DOG
CH U-AGII ZIMYRS PAVAROTTI VCD2, CDX, TDX, MX, MXJ,
AXP, AJP, EAC, OJC, NGC, PDI, CGC, TDI, TT
Owned by Tarja and Jyrki Ahlgren

2003 GSCA AGILITY BITCH
INT’L CH DUCHESS DENALI TUERLER VCD3, UDX, MX, MXP, MJP, FH, BH, CGC
Owned by Bernie and Bridgette Tuerler

2003 GSCA OBEDIENCE DOG
RIESENRAD’S SPECIAL WHEEL, AM/CAN CD, TD, CGC, TDI
Owned by Ingrid and Hermann Hamburger & Tarja Ahlgren

2003 GSCA OBEDIENCE BITCH
BEJEWELED V RIVER BLUFF FARM CDX, BH, SCHH3, IPO3

2003 GSCA TOP PRODUCING DOG
BIS BISS AM/CAN CH RUSTER’S THE DARK COMMAND
Owned by Peter and Mary Hayes & Steve and Robin Fox

2003 GSCA TOP PRODUCING BITCH
CH SCHLAFLER’S FANCY BLACK SATIN CGC, TDI “KIZZY”
Owned by Trish and Jim Simmons
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2003 GSCA TOP PRODUCING BITCH
CH SKANSEN’S WELCOME
Owned by Sylvia Hammarstrom

2003 GSCA TOP PRODUCING BITCH
CH SONNENSCEIN UNFORGETTABLE
Owned by Judi Boston Payne & Gay Glazbrook

2003 GSCA TOP PRODUCING BITCH
CH RUSTER’S MYSTERIOUS IMAGE
Owned by Ed and Nancy Fotjik

2003 GSCA TOP PRODUCING BITCH
CH SKANSEN’S VIVA SONOMA WINDSTAR
Owned by Deborah Smith

2003 GSCA VERSATILITY AWARD
AM/INT’L CH RAMAHILL’S FREEDOM REIGNS
AKC/ASCA CD, NAJ, OA, NAP, NAJP, CGC, TDI

2003 GSCA VERSATILITY AWARD
INT’L AM/CAN CH J-STARR’S LEGEND OF THE WEST CDX, CGC, TDI, TT
Owned by Cindy Kennard & Starr Henderson & Pat Bjorklund

2003 GSCA VERSATILITY AWARD
MISTER ROCHESTER VCD2 (CDX, OA, OAJ, TD)
Owned by Ruth Rustad

2003 GSCA VERSATILITY AWARD
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BARK CD, BH, TR2, AD, TT
Owned by Melinda and James Biggers

2003 GSCA CHAMPION CDX
INT’L AM/CAN CH J-STARR’S LEGEND OF THE WEST CDX, CGC, TDI, TT
Owned by Cindy Kennard & Starr Henderson & Pat Bjorklund

2003 GSCA CHAMPION UD
CH KENROS MAN OF THE HOUR
Owned by Karen and Jim Mancini
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